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“EN-TOUR-AGE”

• Tourism cities and mobilities 

inclusive of people of all ages

• Applying the Age-Friendly City 

model to tourist cities and 

sustainable urban mobility 

interventions (2021-2023)

European tourist cities in transformation: 

constructing age-friendly tourism 

mobilities

Mobilities studies Tourism geography Geographies of ageing
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ENTOURAGE

Practices of urban space negotiation in tourist cities from an age-

friendly perspective, addressing:

1) how older visitors and residents in tourist cities negotiate 

tourism spaces and engage in sustainable urban mobility

2) the production of urban space through the perspective of 

mobile and less mobile communities

3) the discourses around social inclusion and age diversity that 

underpin policy strategies of urban transformation and 

sustainable mobility

Aims & Objectives
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Active travel & ageing

Source: European Commission (2021)

Age group: 65+

EU-27: +17.9%



Why are they combined challenges?
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Active travel & ageing

“Hegemonic automobility 

describes a state in which the 

private car rules the spaces 

and rhythms of everyday life 

and is supported by a range of 

institutions and infrastructures 

– transport networks such as 

highways, traffic rules, 

planning frameworks – as well 

as a set of social and cultural 

practices

– Dowling & Simpson, 2013: 423; 

Urry, 2004; 2008

Source: author



• Ageing as social process, with outcomes that affect us all 

(retirement, care, loss)

• Mobility opportunities & modal changes depend on the 

lifecourse & the ability to sustain behaviour into later life 
(Nordbakke & Schwanen, 2014; Berg et al., 2014)

• Invisibility of older people in research on urban change (Buffel & 

Phillipson, 2019)

• Particularly cycling has a narrow age-demographic (Aldred et al., 

2015)

Why are they combined challenges?
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Active travel & ageing

The cycling demography
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UK

NL

Source: Department for Transport (2016)



• A modal shift to active mobility depends on people’s mobile 

biography & the ability to sustain behaviour into later life

• The heterogeneity of older age groups engaging in tourism and 

(active) mobility remains hidden

• Particularly cycling has a narrow demographic, while…

 Health benefits of taking up cycling are higher among older 

people, e.g. cognitive functions, health prevention (Götschi et 

al., 2016; Woodcock et al., 2014)

 Just increasing modal share does not lead to a more 

inclusive cycling culture (Aldred et al., 2015)

Why do they matter to cities?
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• A modal shift to active mobility depends on people’s mobile 

biography & the ability to sustain behaviour into later life

“The high cycling rate in the Netherlands is not a result of a 

large number of people having chosen to give up their cars 

and start cycling instead, but rather the result of people who 

grew up cycling and who continue to do so”

– Bruno & Nikolaeva, 2020: 8

Why do they matter to cities?
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• A modal shift to active mobility depends on people’s mobile 

biography & the ability to sustain behaviour into later life

• The heterogeneity of older age groups engaging in tourism and 

(active) mobility remains hidden

• Particularly cycling has a narrow demographic, while…

 Health benefits of taking up cycling are higher among older 

people, e.g. cognitive functions, health prevention (Götschi et 

al., 2016; Woodcock et al., 2014)

 Just increasing modal share does not lead to a more 

inclusive cycling culture (Aldred et al., 2015)

Why do they matter to cities?
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• Generally limited consideration or voice of the “age extremes” 

in urban mobility research and policy strategies

• “Age-neutral” mobility transformations favour commuting 

routes, quick wins, infrastructural fixes

• Negative framing in cycling studies (fall risks, accidents, 

decline) at the expense of widespread health, wellbeing and 

functional benefits (Oja et al., 2011)

• Missed chance to decouple cycling mobility from physical effort, 

speed, and efficiency (Spinney, 2021; Freudendal-Pedersen, 2022) and 

promoting urban equity (Nikolaeva et al., 2018)

What are the consequences?
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• Reducing emphasis on physical and cognitive effort

• From speed & efficiency to maintenance & longevity

• Diversity of ages and abilities, types of cycle

• Quantity AND quality of infrastructure

Age-friendly cycling?
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Source: Copenhagenize (2021) Source: own research
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Research context

Scene of intense concentrations of visitor flows and economies, 

often culminating into overtourism (Milano, Cheer & Novelli, 2019)

1) Struggle for public space (Brandajs & Russo, 2019)

2) Exclusionary mobilities, reducing residents’ accessibility 

and quality of life

3) Related excesses: labour market precarity, housing crisis, 

air pollution, disneyfication

E.g. Barcelona: 11-14% of daily trips are tourist-related 
(Ajuntament, 2020)

The tourist city
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Research context

Potential to decouple tourism from long-distance travel and in 

balance with social and environmental values of the destination:

1) Addressing exclusionary mobilities that reduce residents’ 

accessibility and quality of life

2) Building-in touristic and recreational activities in everyday 

mobility and at active travel distance

3) Building-in accessibility considerations outside the (active) 

ageing domain

“Age-friendly” mobility in the tourist city?
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• Analysis of policy documents and 

expert interviews

• In-depth biographical interviews

• Smartphone-based geo-tracking

• Video-recorded go-alongs

• Feedback interviews

Data collection techniques
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Source: Centre for Ageing Better

Research design



• Understand social processes around mobility and tourism by 

looking at behavioural change across people’s lives

• How do life events interact with people’s mobility behaviour?

• Emphasis on transitions and trajectories (incl. mobility), create 

room for lived experiences and personal histories

• Age as socially constructed, non-linear (Klimczuk, 2015)

“Interested in patterns of order and orders of patterns in the 

often banal practices of everyday life, lifecourse scholarship 

seeks to describe the structures and sequences of events and 

transitions through an individual’s life” (Bailey, 2009, p.407)

Biographical interviews
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Research designResearch design



Geo-tracking and go-

along methods
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Research design

Go-along methods and qualitative reflections

Dismounting (1)

“I find it safer for me to get off when 

going to cross.”

Dismounting (2)

“Now, if there weren’t as many cars, I 

would go up through the cycle track.”
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First impressions

The age-friendliness of urban strategies

”In my 30 years of working here, I 

have never thought about tourists”

(Ageing policy representative, Barcelona)

”Beyond detecting the important market 

segment of senior visitors, we haven’t taken 

specific actions thinking about the needs of this 

group”

(Tourism policy representative, Barcelona)

• First observations on urban ageing, urban mobility and tourism 

strategies & policy interviews in Barcelona, Amsterdam and Venice 
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Next steps

Work in progress:

• Continued analysis of age-inclusiveness of urban (mobility) 

policies and SUM-promotion in case study cities

• Mixed-method fieldwork on older people’s experiences of 

active mobility transformations and cycling in Barcelona

• Continued analysis of qualities and barriers to cycling over 

the lifecourse to inform age-friendly mobility strategies
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Next steps

Research and policy challenges

• How to involve ageing studies in debates on 

future/sustainable/active mobility and wider urban change?

• How to advance the needs and voices of the groups affected 

by urban mobility transformations?

• Tourism & mobility growth as sustainable and inclusive urban 

development paths?



Thanks for your attention!

The ENTOURAGE project receives funding from the European Union’s Horizon
2020 research and innovation programme under the Marie Skłodowska-Curie
grant agreement No. 101032961.
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